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Values of the tensor permeability components of a magnetized ferrite at

microwave frequencies may he determined from the frequency shift that a

sample produces in a resonant cavity.

In this paper mathematical expressions are obtained relating this fre-

quency shift to the diagonal and off-diagonal permeability tensor values and

to the cavity geometry and ferrite geometry for any TE, TM or TEM
mode natural to the empty cavity. The cavities considered are axial and

have generalized cross section. The expressions are valid for ferrite discs

whose volume is small compared unth the cavity volume; it is assumed that

the ferrite sample does not perturb the fields outside the ferrite from their

empty cavity values. The cross section of the ferrite disc is arbitrary in shape

and is perpendicular to the axis of the cavity.

Examples are given in which (he frequency shifts in a circular coaxial cav-

ity, circular cylindrical cavity and rectangular cavity containing thin

ferrite discs are derived for general TE and TM modes. The TEM-type

cavity is also considered.

I. INTRODUCTION

A possible experimental determination of the elements of the perme-

ability tensor of a magnetized ferrite at any frequency and magnetic

field rests on the measurement of the frequency shift that the sample

produces in a resonant cavity.' From this measurement and from the

theoretical relation among frequency shift, ferrite and cavity geometry

and ferrite properties, we may deduce the diagonal and off-diagonal

components, m and k, of the Polder tensor.

The theoretical relation referred to above is the result of the assump-

tion usually made that the ferrite has small volume compared to the
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cavity volume and produces a small perturbation of the fields In the

cavity } '^

Here Wc is the total energy stored in the empty cavity at resonance,

Wj'^^ the additional magnetic energy stored in the sample, Wj'^^ the

additional electric energy stored in the sample, rfto the shift of resonance

fretiuency upon introduction of the sample and wo the resonant fre-

quency of the empty cavity. The ciuautities TFc'^', 11^«
'"' and TT\

^^

are given by

M^r ='4 I E„-Eo*rfr;
ii ''cavity

W}''^=^1 M-Ho*rfT; M ^ xH (2)

^,^(«) ^ W p.EoVr; P = X.E
^ 'Bnmple

where Eo and Hq arc the electric and magnetic fields in the empty cavity,

E and H are the corresponding (luantitics in the perturbed cavity;

M and P are the magnetic and electric polarizations in the sample, and

X and x<- are the magnetic and electric susceptibilities of the sample.

In any particular geometrical and modal situation, the right side

of (1) must be evaluated and the result is then a relation between (du/uo)

on the one hand and n, k and cavity and sample geometry on the other.

The assumption in the perturbation theory is that electric and mag-

netic fields just outside the sample are their (known) empty cavity val-

ues. From this and the requirement of continuity of tangential E and H
and normal B and D at air-sample interfaces, we can obtain the fields

inside the sample and so calculate the numerator of (1). This is the

approach used by the authors in Refs. 1 and 2 and we shall continue

to follow this.

Instead of specializing to a particular cavity operating in a particular

mode, as is done by the various authors in Ref. 1, we feel it would

be quite useful to assume the ferritc sample placed in an axial cavity

of generalized cross section operating in any TE, TM or TEM mode
and find the frequency shift produced by this sample. We shall assume:

the cavity has a z axis which coincides with the z axis of the sample;

the sample is a disc of arbitrary cross section; the sample volume is

small compared to the cavity volume; the sample is magnetized along
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the z axis; the cavity has perfectly conducting walls. The result of our

endeavor is to reduce the right side of (1) to an expression containing

a series of contour integrals only, iu which ju and k are exphcit coefficients

of these integrals. The contour integrals are iutegrals of empty cavity

fields (or potentials generating these fields) taken around the contour

of the cavity and the contour of the sample in the transverse plane.

For any particular geometry and modal distribution, these contour in-

tegrals are easily evaluated, and we give examples of their evaluation

in the circular coaxial cavity, circular cylinder cavity and rectangular

waveguide cavity for the TEp^y , TM^^y ,
TM^.o modes. In these ex-

amples, we consider thin ferrite discs. Thus the frequency shift, \\'ithin

the confines of a peiturbation theory, is obtained for a ([uite general-

ized cavity operating in any of its natural modes of oscillation; the

frequency shift for any given cavity operating in any given mode can

then be obtained from the general result.

An interesting fact that emerges from the general result is that the

expression for (rfw/wo) is independent of k whenever the explicit time

independent part of the field, or potential, is real. This reality of the

potential (corresponds to a linear polarization at any point iu the trans-

verse plane and since a linear polarization is etiuivalent to two equal

and opposite circular polarizations (corresponding to +k and — k values

of the ol'i-diagonal element) the net effect is for k to cancel out of the

interaction of the linear wave with the ferrite at each point of the fer-

rite. This is the situation in the rectangular waveguide cavity with a

rectangular slab sample, as we shall see later (Section 2.2.0). It is also

the case in the Tl'^M-type cavity (Section 2.2.5) since here, too, the

fields are real and therefore linearly polarized at any giveii point in the

ferrite. These cases are thus not suited for determining the off-diagonal

component of the Polder tensor.

On the other hand, we shall see that when we deal with a circular

coaxial cavity or circular cylinder cavity (Sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.4) and

choose a circularly polarized mode, the time independent part of the

potential or field is complex and goes as <"'" where B is angle and p is

angular mode number. In this case the circular polarization c'
"' m-

teracts in an unbalanced way with the prec&ssing spins and leads to a

coupling to K. The expression for r/w/uo thus involves both ii and k and

is ideally .suited for u.se in experimental determinations of Polder tensor

elements.

The existence of complex potentials is associated with a degenerate

state of the system. Since degeneracy is usually related to a symmetric

structure (e.g. square or circular guide), we .state that in almost all
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cases the only structures suitable for measuring k in thin ferrite samples

are symmetric ones. There are, however, asymmetric structures which

also have degenerate states.

II. ANALYSIS

2.1 Frequency Shift Produced by Thin Ferrite Disc Sample in Cavity of

Generalized Cross Section.

2. 1. 1 TEpqfi and TMpgN type modes. We consider a cavity of arbitrary

cross section with an axis in the z direction containing a thin disc of

ferrite of small cross section. The ferrite sample is magnetized in the z

direction (see Fig. 1). We assume the cavity walls are perfect, lossless

conductors. We shall consider standing waves in this cavity, which are

the result of superposing the traveling waves ±/(w, v)e'^'^', where u, v

are transverse coordinates and /3 is the longitudinal propagation num-
ber.

The electric field in the empty cavity which satisfies the boundary

condition that transverse Eo ^'anish at z = and the condition div Eo =
0, is obtained as a superposition of e^'^' waves and is given by

Eo = E( sin 0z + Bz cos ^z Zo (3)

where E| and Ez are functions of transverse coordinates only. The condi-

FERRITE
DISC

Fig. 1 — Geometry of cavity and sample. C, C , S and S' are contours and
cross sections of transverse section of cavity and ferrite sample, respectively; t is

thickness of ferrite disc; Zo is unit vector along axis of cavity; Hdo is the steady
applied magnetic field; Et is the transverse component of electric field Eo ; no and
no' are outward unit normals to C and C and L is the length of the cavity.
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tion that transverse Eq vanish &t z = L leads to

PL = Nw, AT = 1, 2, • • •
, (4)

where A'^ is the longitudinal mode number.

We shall attempt to write the transverse electric field in terms of two

potentials (p and ^ which are functions of the transverse coordinates:

E( = V,v3 + zo X Vi^t (5)

where V( is the transverse gradient operator. With V = Vi + Zi){d/dz)

and V-Eo ^ 0, we find from (3) and (r))

V,V - liE, - 0. (6)

Since the z component of Eo , E^ cos ^z, satisfies the wave equation,

we find with (6) that <p satisfies

e = k' - ^\

^^-¥,

where Xo and X,, are free space wavelength and cavity wavelength,

respectively.

In like manner, the transverse component of Eo , namely

(Vi^P + Zi) X V,^^) sin ^z,

satisfies the wave equation and this leads to

(V,^ + /o/)^ = 0. (8)

The complete electric and magnetic fields in the empty cavity are

thus given by

7, 2

Eo ^ (V(sp + Zo X Vff} sin /33 - -^ V cos /32Zo

,

Ho = -^ f?< + Zo I-) X Eo (9)
bifiQ \ azf

= — -Vii^ cos ^z + - Zo X Vip cos /3z - -— ^ sin /3zZo .

w/jo L P- P J
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The existence of a yj wave alone can be interpreted as a TM wave as

(9) Mhows. The boundary condition on ^ is determined by E^ — on C,

and from (7) this is equivalent to ip,- ^ 0. If <p.- ^ 0, then inspection of

(9) shows that //„nrmai also vanishes on C. Transverse E is zero on the

end plates of the cavity provided ^L = Nt.

The existence of a
\f/
wave alone can be interpreted as a TE wave.

The boundary condition that i^nomiiU = on all conducting surfaces is

satisfied if /3L = Nw and if (dip/dn) = on C, where n is the unit normal

directed outward from (!. If (d)p/dn) = on C, we sec from (9) that

tangential E is also zero on C, as re(|uired.

The problem now is to find contour integral expressions for the (quan-

tities IF/^', ir/^' and W/"'' defined in (1) and (2). l^or this purpose,

we shall make use of the following three relations:

f 1
V,? f dS = IV f\^f dS + S i^Vtt) -no (H, (10)

J3 -JS J C

V(^(zo X Vtt) dS = 4 i^Vtk*) -dl (12)
/.

Here Vk^ is the gradient operator in k^ space and ^ stands for either

ip or \p. Equations (10), (U) and (12) apply to either C and S or to C
and S'. The above relations are derived in Appendices I, II and III,

respectively.

Calculating first the electric energy stored in the cavity we have

TF/^' =
I /

Eo-Eo* dr = '-^ I
\\ v,<p r + 1 v,^ r

(13)

(D^["^ w [2
^;S,

where we are assuming that a <p and yf/
wave do not exist simultaneously.

Making use of (10) and (11) with the condition that tp = on C and

{a^*/aw) - on C, we find

pr/«> = !^| i iV,^v-k.){V,<p*-na)dl for ^ waves;

LI ''''

T^/^' : "^ 6 ^*V,{Vk,yl^-K)-nadl for ^ waves.
o Jc
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We next calculutc the magnetic energy stored in the sample:

V - 1 JK 0\ (15)

M ^ xH;

Accoi'cling to the perturbation theory, the H,, luid H appearing in (15)

are the rf magnetic fields in the empty (a\-ily and ferrite sample, re-

spectively. From (15), M^ = 0; therefore (//;)o* is not needed in the

expression for U',/^"'. Continuity of tangential H from air to sample

shows that we may use H^ in place of H in (15). The field to be used

throughout (15) is, therefore, that given by (9) without the {H,)o com-

ponent:

Ho = ^ - V,^ cos /32 -f ^ Zo X V,p cos ^z (16)

When (l(j) is used in (15) wc find (Appendix IV)

if;-"' = ^.^1^1^ t ( [(m - 1)
I

V,^ r + ^V,^z„ X V,^*] rf.S' (17)

whereto (not to be confused with Zo) is the position of the sample along the

axis of the ca\'ity and/ = 1 or (k-ZQ-) for £ = i/- and ^ = tp, respectively.

It is assumed / « L. Transforming (17) to contoui- integrals through

(10), (II) and (12), we have

]TV"' ^^.t^2^'tL - 1) <^ (^V,f).no^/r

+ tS^ l^ [(V,,^k.)(V.e*no') - ^*V,(V,,^k.) -no'] dl' (18)

The final step is the calculation of the electric energy stored in the

sample:

Wrm ^
I I

p.E^* ^j^'^ p ^ ^ E, X. = e - 1, (19)

e being the dielectric constant of the sample and Eo and E the electric

fields in empty cavity and inside ferrite, respectively. Since E; ^ E,,,
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and eoE^. = egtEz , we hfive

r '^' = eo(e — 1)

2

(o(e
— l)t

/ Et. r + -
!

£*. 'Idr'

sin' /32o / (] V,^ p +
I

V,^
I')

d*S'

cos" /32o /fcA' /"
I

|2 ,r,/1

(20)

Making use of (10) and (11), we find

pp- <£) ^ ^o(t ~ 1)
f|sin'/32a j> i^Vtf) -no dl'

+ cos (32o

2e

+ i
£, [(va-k.)(Vii*-no') - i*V,(va-kc)-no'] dZ'] (21)

where for TM modes {ip waves) both the sin'^ ^Zo and cos" jSzo terms are

needed, and for TE waves {ip waves) only the sin" ^zo term is needed.

2.1.2 TMpqo lypti modes. The TMpqo type modes are obtained by con-

sidering /? = in all f^^^^ field dependences, i.e. the cavity is cut off in

the z direction and there is to be no field dependence on z. In this case

we have

k, = k.
(22)

Since transverse E must be zero at 2 = and z = L, and since there

can be no z dependence in this case, transverse E must vanish every-

where in the cavity. There can only be an E^ component. Thus a TEpgo

mode can not exist, for then Eo = everywhere and Hu cc curl Eo gives

Ho = also. A TMpgo mode is the only possibility and we have

Eo = -E.Zo

,

Ho - ^ V X Eo = — Zo X ViE, ,
b)^0 ^Mo

(23)

where E:, is a function of transverse coordinates only. Eg plays the same

role now as tp did in the TMp^v case before. The boundary condition

Eg = on C causes i/normni to vanish automatically on C, as required,

as is seen from (23).
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Proceeding exactly as in the steps leading to (14), (18) and (21), we

find

Wc''^ = ^ (V,.£:.-k)(V.J5;/-no) dl, (24)
4 A" Jc

Ws'"' = _1- ((;.-]) / {E.V,E*)-n,'dl'

+ ^-^ i
_
[(V,£',-k)(V,£'/-no') - i'.*VXv.^.-k) -no'] dl' (25)

+>£ (^'.V.O-dl'j,

^ym ^ ^AfJ^
(f

[(V,E,.k)(V.£.*-no')
^ ^

4e/i;- Jc (26)

-^z*V|(V,^.-k)-no']rfr.

2.1.3 TEM type cavity. In this case X„ = Xu , /3 = A;, and fc/ = 0. We
can write the fields in terms of a single potential ip:

Eo = (V(^) sin |S2,

i i3 .
(27)

H„ = ^^ V X Eo - ^ (zo X V,9=) cos fiz,

COflO W;U0

where i^ satisfies div Eo = or

V,V = 0. (28)

The boundary condition /i'mngpntim = on cavity walls gives {d(p/dl) =
or tp ^ constant on C. This automatically makes -ffnormal = on cavity

walls as we see from (27). The end plate condition on transverse E again

gives /3L = Nt.

The various stored energies are found as liefore, with use made of

(10), (11) and (12):

'^ ^ ^'
(29)

= ^ (f(<pV,v>*)-n.dl,

W,'"' = t^^ t [(m - 1) ^ (^V,^*) -no' dl'

+ >^, (^V,ss*)-(/l'J,

(30)
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eo(e - 1)
w/'^ =

I / P-Eo* dr' = ''^' ~ ^^

j I

V,^ f sin'' 0z' dS' dz'

= ^"^^ ~ ^^
t sin'' 0zo [ I

V,^
f-
dS'

2. is'

= '°^' ~ ^^
i sin^ /30O jf , (^V,p*) -W dl\

(31)

where we have, in (31), used the fact that E is purely transverse and

must be continuous from air to sample (E = Eo).

2.2 Circular Coaxial Cavity {Higher Modes); Circular Cylindrical Cavity;

TEM Type Cavity; Rectangular Cavity.

We are now in a position to calculate the frequency shift in various

cases from (1).

2.2.1 Circular coaxial cavity, ferrite ring, TEpqN modes. The geometry

we are considering is shown in Fig. 2.

We are here dealing with a ^ wave only. Consider the sample placed

at sin /32(i = (node of the electric field) so that from (21) there is no

electric energy stored in the sample.

The solution of (V(^ + h^)}}/ = for the empty cavity potential in

this geometry is

^ = e'"*\J^{k.r) + CNp{l-j)\,

(32)
= e'^^Z^iKr), a, <r <a2,

where Jp and Np are Bcssel functions of the first and second kind of

z=L

z = o

Fig. 2 — Circuliir coaxial cavity with ferrite ring of thickneaa t placed at z =
So ; a\ and a^ arc inner and outer radii of cylinders; b\ and b^ are inner and outer
radii of ferrite ring.
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order p, Zp is the general cylinder function and C is an arbitrary con-

stant to be determined by the boundary conditions. Zp satisfies^

Zj'ix) 4-
I
Z;{.r) + (l -

^) ^p(^) = 0'

Zp = Zp-i Zp .

The boundary condition (d^p/dn) = on C (r = ai , ^2) gives

(33)

Z/(/.-,a,) = Z;(L\ai) = 0,

-c =_ Jp'ihai) _ Jj{k,.a-^

(34)

Np'{k,a,) NJikoO^y

kca-i = apg, p,q = integers,

ap, = qthYootoiJp'{krai)Np'{Ka2) - Jp'{k...a2)Np'{k\.ai) = 0,

0L = Nir.

When (32) and (33) are used in (U) and (18) (remembering that C

consists of the contours r = ai and r = 02 taken in opposite senses and

C consists of the contours r = bi , r = h also taken oppositely) we find

ll^-«{^''0-ii) + s^'^'-(^-''>A;-

+ ZpJ}±
(35)

I'^'^'^^l

with ()3Vfc') = (UM\ ^L = Nir, k^a^ - ff^, = roots of (34). The ±k
term arises from each of the two types of circular polarizations which

are possible, i.e. c^^'"^. The functions Zp in the numerator are defined by

Zp = Zp (k^b).

2.2.2 Circular coaxial cavitij, ferrite ring, TMp^N modes. Here we are

considering a <p wave with the sample again placed at .sin /32u = 0. The

solution of (V,^ + k,^)<p = in the geometry of Fig. 2 is again given by

(32), but the boundary condition ^ = on r = ai , a-> now gives

Zpik-cai) = Zp(k,a2) = 0,

_^ ^ Jp(kcai) ^ Jp(kra2)

NpikcaO Np{k,a^)

'

k,a2 = Tpg, P,q^ integers, *•' *

Tpg = gth root of Jp{keai)Np{kca-2) — Jp{kt^2)Np{k,ai) = 0,

)3L = Nt.
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The evaluation of the cavity energy, magnetic energy in a sample,

and electric energy in a sample [(14), (18) and (21)] is straightforward

and leads to the following result for the frequency shift:

dw _

(i7)

2kP „ 2 ,
e - \k"'{„ 2 2p ^ „ , ^ 2\1,_ 2,.2l'*^

^k^^^^'-^^i^V' -£6^^^-^+^-^"
r^^^.

|A-„VZp_i^(A-ca) jaj

with {kc/h^) ^ 1 - (Ao/Xfl)', Xj, = i2L/N), Ka2 - r^g - roots of (30).

The argument of the cylinder functions in the numerator of (37) is

implicitly kj).

2.2.3 Circular coaxial cavity, ferrite ring, TMpgo modes. The solu-

tion of (V/ + k^)E2 ^ in this geometry is

E, = e'^^Zpikr),

(38)
Zp - /p + CNp .

The boundary condition E^ = Q an r = ai , az gives the same set of

equations as in (36) with K replaced by k, except that /3L = Nir is not

now apphcable. When (38), (36) and (33) are used in (24), (25) and (20)

we find for the frequency shift

d(a _

^[(.-i){z;(i-||) + |z.z._.(i-,) + Zp_.^
(39)

2kp „ . t - 1 2 27>

#•}:;
2{a'Zj,.,Hka)]l]

with ka2 = Tpg , Tpg — roots of (36). The numerator argument is kh.

2.2.4 Circular cylindrical cavity, circular ferrite disc, TEp^u , TMpgn ,

TMpgo modes. The geometry of this situation is obtained from Fig. 2

by letting ai , &i approach 0, so that the ferrite ring becomes a disc. The

frequency shifts in the various modal cases can then be obtained from

(35), (37) and (39) by letting ai , &i approach and putting C = in (32),

(34), (36) and (38), since only the Bessel function which is regular at
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r = (Jp) is now allowed. Under these conditions the following quanti-

ties approach zero for p ^ :

r (l - ^^ .//(;), 2;-J;.(/-Vp_.(r){l - p),

where r - A^ai or kA appi'oaches 0. In other words, all quantities at the

lower limits vanish in (35), (37) and (39) for this geometry. Equation

(35) becomes for TEpgN modes;

d(a _

im^-^^{''(^-^ (40)

+ ^^^/p-i(i -p) + j.-i4±^
b=i,..

LV kc'a-J " ' J-i^a:

with OV/"-') = (^o/^J^ li^ = ^Vtt, k,a2 = s^^ = roots of .fj,'{k,ai) = 0,

p,q = integers. The numerator argument is kch.

For TMpgiv modes, (37) l)ocomos

wo

L a-r

2.P ,
I

(^ - 1) k^ { , 2p X\

(41)

with k^az - /;,,= roots of Jp{k,a^) = 0, ;;, g = integers. The numerator

argument is kch.

For TMpqo modes, (39) becomes
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d(i)

0)0

IS^-)^'(-i) + ^jpjp_l(l - p) + JP-1^

=^
iM'^"'

"^ ^"^ r
"'

li'^^"-'
"^ '•^''-''

2/„_iKfca2)
(42)

ka2 = tpq = roots of Jpika^) = 0, A; = (2Tr/Xn), p, q = integers. Again

the sample is considered placed at sin 0zo = in (40) and (41). The nu-

merator argument is hb.

2.2.5 TEM type cavity. In this case the quantity ip appearing in

(29), (30) and (81) is real so that

1

^V,^*-dl' =
^ (j>^V,<p'-d\' =

^ j.^^ ^^,

d{</)
dl' = 0.

Consequently, there is no coupling to k and this type of cavity is not

suited for measurement of the off-diagonal component of the Polder

tensor. If the sample is placed at sin 0Zo = 0, the frequency shift is

given by

d(a if ,^— = yKii — I)
Uo Li

d{<p')

dn'
dl'

dn

(43)

dl

where d/dn' is the derivative along the normal to C or C

.

2.2.0 Rectangular cavity, thin rectangular ferrite slab, TEpgn , TMpqN

modes. The geometry is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 — Rectangular cavity containing rectangular ferrite slab.
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For TEpg^ modes,
\l/

= cos A-^a: cos ky)j. The boundary condition

dip/dn = OonC {x = 0,x = a, y = 0,}j = b) gives k^a = pir, kyh = gr

where p, q = integers. The wave equation (V/ + A-/)^ = then gives

k,^ = k; + t„2 = e - 0\ Again ^L = iVTr.

For TMpqiv modes, ip = sin k^x sin kj,y and this satisfies the boundary

condition p = on C if k^a = pir, /.«& ^ qir. Again kc = />v + ^V and

;3L = iVx.

In each of these cases it is clear from (32) that the ferrite sample does

not couple to k since ^ = ^ or \f' is real. As a result,

K^^V^r-dl' = ^-£ V<a=).dl' = 0,

unlil<e the situation in the circular coaxial cavity [(35), (37) and (39)].

Thus the situation described here, as with the TEM cavity, is not suited

to a measurement of k. We shall, however, write down the frequency

shift in the TE^^s case.

We shall again consider the sample placed at sin ^za = 0, so that there

is no electric energy stored in the sample (21). After evaluating the

various quantities needed in (14) and (18) and carrying out the inte-

gi'ations, we find for the frcciuency shift of a transversely centered slab.

(/w i ^ ah' ,x r . , / iNP+fl+i «i" ^' ^^r^^g

0)0 /^ k- ab ]_
(f\ tf2

p, q = integers.

III. KEMARKS

In the case of TMp^.v modes in the circular coaxial cavity or circular

cylindrical cavity, we see from (37) and (41) that the frequency shift

depends on the values of the three quantities fi, \
k\ and e. In these

eases we placed the sample at sin ffz^ - 0. If now we place the sample

at cos fiza
= 0, (18) shows that the stored magnetic energy in the ssmiple

would be zero while (21) would give a stored electric energy ui the sam-

ple proportional to e - 1- The frccLUcncy shift corresponding to (37) and

(41) for this situation would thus depend only on e. From these two

situations we could infer all three quantities ^, k and e. A similar argu-

ment holds in the TEp,^,v case in circular coaxial or circular cylindrical
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cavities [(35) and (40)]. If we placed the sample at cos ^zo = we would

again find zero magnetic energy in the sample and now dw/oiQ would

depend only on e — 1 [sec (18) and (21)]. Thus, we could again infer the

values of m, k iind e separately. In the TMp„o case, on the other hand,

we can never separate the effects of /j, and k on the one hand and e on

the other, since the stored magnetic and electric energies in the sample

are independent of longitudinal position of sample, as (25) and (26)

show.

An interesting mathematical point is the manner in which fi, k and e

appear in the equations. From (18), (21), (25), (26), (30) and (31) we
see that the contour integrals which are the coefficients of ju and « in-

volve normal components at the ferrite periphery of vector functions

of the field quantities, while the contour integral coefficient of k in-

volves tangential components of vector functions of field quantities.

Another point observed from (18) is that cavities in which the field

potential (aside from the time dependence) is real (e.g. rectangular or

TEM type cavities) are not suited for determination of k since the basic

K integral, Q) |V,|*-dr, vanishes. A polarization that is natural to the

spin precession is needed and this is provided in the circular or square

type cavities. In these cases the spatial field potential is complex and the

K integral does not vanish.

All results presented here apply also to the situation when the ferrite

is lossy. In that case, n, e, k and oj become complex in all formulas. A
discussion of the Q of the cavity in this case is given in the various papers

of Ref. 1.

APPBNBIX I

Derivation of Equation (10)

Gauss' Theorem applied to the disc of Fig. 1 is

/ div (^V,^*) dr' = fi^Vtt) -no' dA'. (45)

Since £V£$* is parallel to the surface S', there is no flux of this vector

through S'. Thus, with dA' - tdl' and dr' = dS'-t we have

/ div (^V,?*) dS' = £ (|V.r) -no' dl' =
f (|V/|* +

I

V,? p) dS',
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With (V,' + kj)^ = 0, this becomes

/_ I

V,^ 1^ dS' = h'
/^,

1 ^ r dS' + j^^
(?V,|*) -no' dl', (46)

which is also apphcable to C and S.

APPENDIX 11

Derivation uf Equation (11)

Consider two functions 5i and ^o which differ shghtly, both satisfying

the wave equation, and corresponding to the wave vectors K^ and k^

,

respectively

:

(V/ + K% = 0,

(V/ + /../)^i = 0,

k,, = k, + dK
,

(47)

K' = k' + 2k, -dk,,

a - ^0 + (V,^^o)-dkc,

where Vt^ is the gradient operator in k^ space. We insert (47) into

Green's identity which, for the geometry of Fig. 1, is

/, (^o*V,^^i - ^iV,V) dS' - 4_ (^o*V,^: - ^iV,^o*)-no' dl', (48)

and equate coefficients of rfk^ terms on both sides. Then in the hmit as

^1 approaches ^o = f , and noting from (48) and the wave equation that

(^o*V,^o - ^oV,eo*)-no'rfr = 0,

this procedure gives

2k.' f_ l^f'dS' = i [(VA.,^k.)(V,f -n,,') - ^*V,(V,,^k.)n„']< (49)

which is again apphcable to C and S. A one-dimensional form of this

result is given by Sommerfeld.^
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APPENDIX III

Derivation of Equation (12)

The following identity holds:

V, X av,n = v,^ X v,^* + $v, X v,r - v,^ X V,^*, (50)

so that

f (V,^Zo X V,t)dS' = f Zo-(V,r X V,^) dS'
•Is' Js'

= f (v.^* X v,^)-rfs' - f V, X (^v,e*)-rfs' =
(f (ive)di-

Is' -Is' J c'

(51)

where Stokes' theorem has been employed and rfS' = ZcdS'.

APPENDIX IV

Derivation of Magnetic Energy Stored in Ferrite, Equation (17)

We decompose the rf Ho field in the cavity (16) into a combination of

two circular polarizations of opposite senses and possibly different am-
plitudes H+ and H_

,

Ho = H+6+ + H^6^
, (52)

where 6^ and <i_ are two-dimensional column vectors describing circular

polarizations of opposite senses and unit amplitudes:

Both d+ and 6^ satisfy the following relations:

d+* - d_, d+-^+* ^ 1, (i_-d-* = 1, <t+-d+ = 0,

(54)
d_* = d.^

,
d+-6_ - 1, d_-d4_ = 1, d_d_ = 0.

Further from (15) we have

X**± = X±**±

,

(55)

X± = (m - 1) =t K.

Then it is easily shown that

M-Ho* = x+lH+l^ + x-l^-T. (56)
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where from (16) and (53)

//± = Hod±*

-j& cos fiz r/d^ d^\ z^(_^^, jd^W (57)

for a ^ wave and tp wiwe, respectively. Then (56) and (57) give

M-Hn* - f^^"^' [(m - 1)
I

V,^ p + >V,$-z„ X V,f ] (58)

where / = 1 or {lr/0'f for ^ - ^ and ^ = ^, respectively. Equation

(17) follows from an integration of (58) throughout the wample, with

di' = dS'dz.
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